Web of Life

5TH
GRADE

THEME: EXPLORING THE ECOLOGY OF FOOD
50
MIN.

WINTER

ESSENTIAL QUESTION

ACTION STEPS

How are all living creatures connected?

1. Engage: Gather students in a circle and ask
students to perform a simple physical activity such as running in place. Ask, What do
you need so you can do that? Once students
say, “energy,” ask, Where did you get that
energy from? Once students answer “food,”
say, Of course! We get energy from the food
we eat. Ask for a volunteer to tell you what
they ate that day that gave them energy.
Then walk students through the chain of that
food. For example, If you had a glass of milk,
where did the energy in the milk come from?
(Cow!) Where did the energy in the cow
come from? (Grass!) Where did the energy in
the grass come from? Remind students that
green plants are the only living things that
can make their own food or energy from the
sun. (5 min.)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to explain the interdependence of plants and animals.
Students will be able to demonstrate how
energy is transferred between living things.

LESSON DESCRIPTION
In this lesson, students consider the interdependence and transfer of energy between living things by creating food chains and participating in a yarn food web activity.

MATERIALS
One set of Food Web Role Cards (p. 512–515)
Yarn or string
Tape
Play dough (or a piece of bread or paper)

PREPARATION
> Photocopy and cut apart the Food Web Role
Cards.
> Set aside the following cards for your demonstration of food chains:
> Simple chain: sun, carrot, human
> Complex chain: sun, carrot, slug, chicken,
coyote, bacteria
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2. Demonstrating a Food Chain: Pass out several Food Web Role Cards that would make a
food chain. Start with a simple one of a human
eating a vegetable, such as sun, carrot, and
human. Have the sun give the carrot a piece
of play dough, and explain that it represents
the energy from the sun that the carrot stores.
Now tell the class that only 10 percent of the
energy that the carrot gets from the sun is
passed on. Have the carrot break off onetenth of the play dough, and pass it to the
human. Next, demonstrate a more complex
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food chain, for example, the sun, carrot, slug,
chicken, coyote, and bacteria. Have those students stand up and order themselves with the
class’s help. Check for understanding by asking
students how they know. Again, have the sun
pass a big hunk of play dough to the corn, but
this time the corn passes 10 percent to the
slug, and the slug passes 10 percent of that
to the chicken, and so on, so that just a teeny
speck is being passed. (10 min.)
3. Explain the Activity: Explain, We just created a food chain, but now we’re going to
create a food web to see the interdependence of many plants and animals on one
another and how the sun’s energy gets passed.
Interdependence means how different plants
and animals depend on one another. Pass out
the rest of the Food Web Role Cards and tape,
and have students affix their role card prominently to their shirts. (5 min.)
4. Identifying Producers, Consumers, and
Decomposers: Have students stand in a circle,
and to ensure that students understand their
role and place in the food chain, go through a
few rounds of identifying the various groups
represented. Say, If you can make food from
sunlight, take two steps forward. You’re the
plants, or producers! If you are an animal that
eats plants and/or animals, take two steps
forward. You’re consumers! If you help break
down dead plants and animals, take two steps
forward. You’re decomposers! Do several
rounds, and have students help each other figure out if anyone should have stepped forward
who didn’t. (5 min.)

of yarn. Explain, The sun must pass its energy
to someone who can receive it, and then that
person must pass the yarn to someone who
can receive it. In other words, you pass the ball
to someone who can eat you! So, if the ball
gets passed to you, hold a piece and then pass
the ball to someone who you can give your
energy to. Keep the chain going as long as you
can, and then cut the yarn, and pass it back to
the sun to start a new chain. Keep going until
all students are holding at least one piece of
yarn. (15 min.)
6. Discussing: Ask students to think of scenarios that would affect the food web (e.g.,
a drought or deforestation). Discuss these
hypothetical scenarios, and have students
tug on the string if they would be directly
affected. Ask who felt the tug, and then have
those students tug on the string. Try it out
with some positive scenarios too, such as a
farmer feeding compost to the plants to make
them healthier. Discuss how an event that
affects one living creature in the food web
eventually affects other living creatures that
rely on it. (5 min.)

REFLECTION
Have students discuss the following questions in small groups, then share with the
class: (5 min.)
• Why is it important to have a diverse food
web with many different plants and animals
in it?
• How did the yarn food web activity affect
your thinking about plants and animals
around you?

5. Making a Yarn Food Web: Have the sun
stand in the middle of the circle with the ball
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ADAPTATIONS
Garden Setting: Have students bring out
clipboards and paper, and make a list of every
living thing they observe in the school garden,
from insects, to plants, to birds flying overhead
and squirrels in the trees. Then have students
make role cards for these creatures, and create
a yarn food web for the garden.

ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS
Next Generation Science Standards, Life
Science Disciplinary Core Idea
NGSS 5-PS3-1.
Use models to describe that energy in animals’
food (used for body repair, growth, motion,
and to maintain body warmth) was once energy
from the sun.

NGSS 5-LS2-1.
Develop a model to describe the movement of
matter among plants, animals, decomposers,
and the environment.
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